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NEW QUESTION: 1
å…³äºŽ 802.11n ,å“ªäº›æ••è¿°æ˜¯æ£ç¡®çš„ __ ? ï¼ˆ)

A. 802.11n é€Ÿåº¦å•¯è¾¾ 300M-600M ,çŽ°é˜¶æ®µä¸»æµ•è®¾å¤‡å•‡ä¸º
300Mbps
B. 802.11n AP å»ºè®®ä½¿ç”¨å•Œé¢‘æ¨¡å¼•
C. 802.11n æŽ¨è••é‡‡ç”¨å•ƒå…† POE äº¤æ•¢æœºä¾›ç”µ
D. 802.11n å•‘ä¸‹å…¼å®¹ 802.11a/b/g
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop each feature that can protect against DHCP
attacks from the left onto the correct description on the
right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following security concepts can prevent a user
from logging on from home during the weekends?
A. Common access card
B. Multifactor authentication
C. Implicit deny
D. Time of day restrictions
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Time of day restrictions limit when users can access specific
systems based on the time of day or week. It can limit access
to sensitive environments to normal business hours when
oversight and monitoring can be performed to prevent fraud,
abuse, or intrusion.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company's Salesforce org has multi-currency enabled. This
company's business intelligence team used Einstein Analytics to
build a dataflow that creates a dataset, "OpportunityDataSet".
This dataset is populated with data extracted from the standard
object, Opportunity. One of the extracted fields is the
standard field, Amount.
If a user explores the "OpportunityDataSet" in Einstein
Analytics, in which currency will the Amount values be shown?
A. In the currency that is set on the "currency" attribute in
the dataset
B. In the currency that is set on the "currency" attribute in
the dataflow

C. In the connected user's currency
D. In the integration user's currency
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://salesforce-trailblazer.com/einstein-analytics-multi-cur
rency/
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